“¡This band will be the new “Queen”! We will be able to live
together for nine months while we rehearse our new songs (Alfredo

(Freddie), 23, Juan (John), 26 y Brian, 24)

“I want to live in a place where diverse people live. Not only
students” (Juan Ramón (George), 18)
“After our divorce I need to get away from it all.” (Alba, 37)

“What a pleasure to come home and have secured parking for the
bike.” (Fer, 37 años)

“First stop: Madrid. We’ll stay here for a few months and then we
will continue our adventure in Europe.” (Evelyn, 22, Brasil, Dalila, 24, Brasil)

“Although each of us lives in an apartment, we share the collective
areas for our design projects.” (Sofía, 27, Paula, 28, Javier, 28, Christian, 27 y

“Let’s see, do you need someone to look after you in a nursing
home?” “I really prefer taking care of each other here while we are
able to do it and so we will not be alone.” (Ramiro, 72, José Antonio, 86,

Jorge, 26)

Jesús, 78 y Rafael, 83)

CO-HABITAT
In times of change, we move and look for new places to install much of our lives for as
long as necessary. The increase in single person households and the number of divorces or marital separations, provisional coexistence, increasing nomadism... All these
things have caused that the concept “family” has changed and, consequently, also “home”.

PROCESO CONSTRUCTIVO
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Keeping the existing structure, outdoor patios are created. They facilitate cross ventilation and a larger
facade area.

2. BUILDING DEMOLITION
Facade demolition keeping the existing reinforced concrete structure y floors with ceramic filler blocks. It also requires reinforcement of existing foundations to increase its resistance.

3. PILLARS REINFORCEMENT
Due to new efforts it is necessary to reinforce existing pillars
(with concrete) as calculated. Furthermore, they are built the
cores for elevators (3.00 x 2.60 m).

4. NEW PILLARS BUILDING
To carry out the building in height growth, new mixed pillars,
suitable for quick assembly are built decreasing according to
height. Courtyards pillars require reinforcement by two UPN
welded by mechanical plates.

5. NEW FLOORS BUILDING
For new floors are chosen THERMOCHIP phenol multi-laminated woods (e = 25 mm, 2440 x 600 mm) on metalic structure.

6. FACADE BUILDING
They are placed metal racks of varying dimensions depending
on the orientation bolted to brackets for the future placement of
exterior panel of metal planks.

7. STAIRWAY BUILDING
The metal ladder are welded to the facade thanks to the perimeter metal profile. The stairs are also hung from the upper beam
through a metal square rod (16 x 16 mm) welded to a PHR with
welded joint between joists, and adhered to the pillars in the
courtyard.

8. FACADE BUILDING
The building envelope is composed by panels of metal planks.
The slats are horizontally or vertically depending on their orientation.

9. LIVE YOUR HOME

1. BUILDING INITIAL CONDITION

“Playful | productive floors” appear interspersed to provide services to the inhabitants of the “warehouse
floors” (WC | rest).

FIND OUT YOUR HOME

“Since David left us, I can not stand being in our house. Here we
will be better for a while.” (Saúl, 48 años, Lucía, 7 y Marcos, 2)
“It’s great to go to pilates class while Paula helps Mikel with his
homework.” (Laura,30, Mikel,3 y Yara 7 meses)

“In the Canary Islands, the unemployment rate is very high. Maybe
I will be luckier in Madrid.” (Julio, 19)

“I’ll just spend seven months in the city to prepare the MIR exam.
Here I´ll have everything I need” (Adrián, 24)

“We live in the same building, but here I am more independent.
My parents do not watch over me (Leo, 16)
“Let him keep thinking that ...” (Héctor, 44 y Blanca, 42)

“It is time to become independent!” (Gema, 27)
“I could not pass up this job opportunity and this is a good way to
meet new people. (Darío, 32)

SET UP YOUR HOME

CO-HABITAT

We look for “the place of appropriate conditions” (habitat) to live and it would not be
always the same. Our home should be able to vary depending on what time of day is it.
And so the furniture in our home, should be that, “each of the mobile goods that serve for necessary uses...”. So we would have the same space, allowing different uses.
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Composed as a large store of intimate domestic
spaces (sleeping), common domestic spaces (WC)
and group domestic spaces, the different degrees of
permeability allow us enjoying a completely open
space or giving the necessary privacy to each unit.
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Each “playful | productive floors” exists as a large
landing during the stairs. They are provided all the
complementary services (laundry room, playroom,
meeting, kitchen...) facilitating greater co-habitat
among the people.
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FURNITURE

ACONDICIONAMIENTO PASIVO
courtyards
abroad

The bouilding envelope is composed by panels of metal planks
on extruded aluminum upstands Chosen materials and systems add the fact of passive conditioning on “warehouse floors”
(shading and ventilation), and energy production on “playful |
productive floors”.

current

cross
ventilation
135 m (facade)

230 m (facade)

Sliding outside joinery
on useful furniture 60
cm height.

Folding joinery floor to
ceiling for access to the
outside.

YOUR CITY INTO YOUR BUILDING

